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I am a young, passionate web developer with leadership and communication skills honed
through my experience as a former team leader in school. I am a good team player who
enjoys collaborating effectively with others, motivating teammates, and solving complex
problems. As a coding teacher to young children, I aspire not only to provide engaging,
supportive and enriching learning experiences, but also to inspire them to become
successful coders. I am a dedicated developer who thrives in individual and team settings,
always seeking new challenges and opportunities for personal and professional growth.

JANMANPREET SINGH
FULLSTACK WEB DEVELOPER

L A N G U A G E S

English

Italian

Punjabi

Accountant
CON.VER

Managing financial transactions
Registering new invoices
Staying in touch with customers and prospecting new clients
Translate documents from Italian to English and vice versa
Monitoring the online store

2019

S K I L L S

Web Development 
(HTML, CSS, SCSS, Javascript, React,
Typescript, Node.js, WordPress)

Version Control (Git, Git Hub)

UI and UX (Figma)

S O F T  S K I L L S

Communication skills, Teamwork
and collaboration, Problem-solving,
Adaptability and flexibility,
Leadership, Interpersonal skills

CurrentWeb Development Tutor
Kodland

Conducting coding classes based on the scripts and materials provided
Improving my teaching skills with the help of Kodland
experienced mentors
Communicating any feedback regarding lessons and content with the office team
Providing regular and detailed reports about student progress and Tracking
Striving to improve class engagement and learning experience
Being a positive, influential, and outgoing ambassador for Kodland
Implementing creative ideas to stimulate and support students
Teaching HTML, CSS and Javascript

Passionate and dedicated coding tutor delivering fun and engaging classes to youngsters

JR Fullstack Web Developer
Develhope - Internship

Gained proficiency in using Git and honed my skills in TypeScript
Deepened my understanding of all the essential elements required for software
development in React and Node
Successfully developed a real-world web application using agile methodologies
As a team leader, I was responsible for managing and guiding my classmates
throughout the development process and assigning them tasks

2022

Throughout the course, I have sharpened my skills from FE to BE, ultimately becoming a Full
Stack developer proficient in HTML/CSS/JavaScript

Warehouse Operator
Flexstronics

Proficient in warehouse operations including receiving, storing, distributing, and
shipping products
Good command of operating machinery such as forklifts, pallet jacks, and other
warehouse equipment
Familiar with inventory management software and systems and expertise in
maintaining accurate inventory levels and conducting inventory audits
Knowledge of quality control standards and experience with inspecting products
for defects and reporting issues to management

2020-2022

Strong attention to detail and excellent organization skills, developed through experience as
an inventory control specialist and shipping and receiving clerk
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